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Rubric Category - Presentation Software

Each subcategory has 3 levels of proficiency: Introductory, Intermediate, and Proficient. 
 

Click on the icon ( ) to display the CTC Technology Standards and/or the ISTE NETS 
Standards addressed by this rubric.  

Sub-Category: General Knowledge and Skills

Introductory

- Defines presentation and multimedia terms (e.g. slides/cards, slideshow, hyper-
navigation, etc.) 
- Creates, opens, modifies and saves presentations 
- Defines available tools (e.g. drawing, text, etc.) 
- Uses templates or wizards to create a new presentation 
- Adds new slides or cards 
- Inserts text, formats text or adds text box 
- Uses toolbar or menus to apply formatting changes 
- Inserts clip art or digitized pictures

Intermediate

- Inserts or changes slide or card design 
- Navigates using scrollbar, slide sorter, menu, key commands, etc. 
- Switches between different page views 
- Re-arranges the order of slides or cards 
- Applies backgrounds and objects appropriately 
- Uses available tools (e.g. drawing, text, etc.) 
- Incorporates sound  
- Defines different image types (i.e. TIFF, GIF, PCX) 
- Connects, configures and troubleshoots peripheral devices for presentation

Proficient

- Creates and edits navigational buttons to move through presentation 
- Navigation through presentation is clear and easy to understand 
- Applies transitions and effects, if appropriate, to slides or cards 
- Incorporates hypertext links 
- Incorporates animations from library 
- Incorporates movies from library 
- Records sound and inserts in presentation 
- Incorporates clip art from other sources (e.g. web, scanner, etc.) 
- Organizes presentation resources in a folder on the desktop or server  
- Edits clip art (if appropriate)

Sub-Category: Communication through Printed Media

Introductory - Prints slides

Intermediate
- Demonstrates understanding of basic design elements (i.e. color, design, space and 
composition) 
- Prints using advanced printing options

Proficient - Prints handouts that enhance instructional objectives (e.g. outlines, notes, etc.)

Sub-Category: Integration, Student Learning, and Classroom Management

Introductory - Describes the educational uses of presentation software



 
 
 

 
 
 

Intermediate
- Organizes information in a clear, consistent way for the viewer 
- Creates cards or slides using effective design to enhance communication 
- Uses appropriate background and text colors to ensure clarity and readability

Proficient
- Designs curricular lessons which utilize multimedia to enhance learning outcomes 
- Follows fair use and copyright law for text, graphics, and sound
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